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Rest Assured with Cal Spas Water Purification
Keeping your Cal Spas Hot Tub clear & fresh is imperative to your good
health, while extending the length of your luxurious spa. A regular
maintenance routine is truly simple and will maintain the life your spa.
The Water Clarity options from Cal Spas are:
Bio-Clean™Antimicrobial Filter - A special Dyna Flow Filter System
(bacteria-fighting agent) is molded into the fabric of the filter and prevents
harmful microbes and bacteria from reproducing. It also prevents debris
from re-entering your water system.
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PureSilk™ Ozonator - Using Ozonators with Mazzie Injectors Mixing
Chambers will kill microorganisms and prevents them from reproducing.
Dramatically reducing the use of chlorine and other sanitation chemicals.
24/7 Quiet Clean™ 100% Filtration System - A 24-hour circulation pump
constantly and quietly heats the water, continuously filters heated water,
and saves energy by minimizing pump operation. Using 2 Horsepower, this
pump is guaranteed to have enough power to constantly clean your spa.
Hybrid Sanitizing System - Combining Ozone and UV water treatment
technologies will help avoid or reduce the use of chlorine, bromine and
other sanitizers. Treat the water by combining water filtration and
purification technology.
Cal Pure Salt System - The natural salt is added to your Cal Spas Hot Tub in
order for your automated bromine generator to operate. When Sodium
Bromide comes in contact with the system electrode it’s converted from
Sodium Bromide (salt) into low levels of pure free Bromine through
electrolysis.
Each of our Spa Series, comes with Standard Water Purification, however,
you can choose to add additional options if you like.
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ABOUT CAL SPAS ®Cal Spas was founded in 1978 as a provider of luxury hot
tubs. Today, the celebrated hot tub giant is world renowned as the #1
Global Manufacturer of Home Resort Products™. The company produces
premium collections of lifestyle products from its headquarters in Pomona,
California and distributes worldwide through a network of specialty dealers.
The Cal Spas brand family of products includes Cal Spas hot tubs and swim
spas. Cal Flame high-end barbecue grills, outdoor barbecue islands, outdoor
fireplaces and fire pits. Learn about Home Resort Living and find a local
authorized dealer at www.calspas.com

